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Title: Mountains and the Global 
Dimension 

  
Age group: Year 5 

Evaluation 

One of the main positives to come from this unit of work was the enthusiasm and passion for 
Geography it created within the children. The children were hungry to learn and excited about 
Geography lessons. One child asked me if it was Geography in the afternoon, when I responded no, 
it is art this afternoon his response was “Aww, I love Geography!” 

I think the project made me breathe life into a plan that had nice activities but no substantial 
learning. We began the project by using many of the old physical geography resources about 
mountain type and mountain location and then used video clips of Himalayan flyovers to begin 
building a sense of awe within the children.  

I thought it was important to have some kind of local tie to the project so we set out to map and 
walk our locality. This worked really well and created a local – global - local cycle to the whole 
project allowing us to link global issues and learning to our own locality. We planned our walks using 
online mapping software and the children loved leading their own walks, taking photographs and 
considering the space around them in a way they didn’t usually think about it.  

We then began to look at the city of Lhasa using some of the online mapping we had used to look at 
our own locality. Google Earth particularly proved very useful as we were able to reveal the built up 
nature of this place slowly causing the children to question their initial views of mountain locations.  

The book, ‘Going to school on a mountain top’, and the video clip, ‘No normal commute’, from the 
BBC human planet series were excellent and allowed the children to consider the impact 
environment has on their trip to school and their school day. The children loved the video and the 
questions and conversations it sparked were invaluable.  

Throughout the unit I was very aware of the danger of giving the children a ‘single story’ about life in 
the mountains and the lessons using the `What makes me happy DVD’ and the ‘My box’ activity 
were brilliant. The `My box’ activity really created emotion between the children and the DVD made 
them question how well off they were on more than a money and materialistic level. The children in 
the video appear to live such happy and full lives. The link with our RE Buddhism unit allowed us to 
consider the controversial issue of China and Tibet. Photos from the Olympic torch marches proved 
an excellent route in. A P4C on the issues surrounding Mark Inglis’ assent of Everest was equally 
valuable. 

What will I do differently next year? 

When I repeat this unit again next year I will definitely use P4C in the Olympic torch lesson as I didn’t 
really give the children the forum for discussion this issue required.  Also there was a lesson on 
ethical tourism which, from feedback, the children learnt loads but it wasn’t practical enough. There 
are important messages in this lesson about interconnectedness which I need a more interactive 
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way of delivering. The idea of interconnectedness and ethical tourism was meant to be the link back 
to our locality and making our learning real and as our school is located on the edge of the Peak 
District I’d planned to make local global links through tourism.  In future I want to make this real and 
will possibly take the children out to be a part of conservation rather than a school based project 
which in the end was empty. I think you could link to your own school grounds very easily with 
children taking responsibility for their environment. 

 

John Waller 

Dobcroft Junior School, March 2012 

 

  

 


